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How much track do I need?
The track comes in 2m and 3m lengths, so measure your rooms and calculate the numbers of each length you will
need to achieve your wall coverage. The track can be easily cut with a hacksaw to fill wall sections not fitting to the
2m & 3m increments.
We are happy to help you work out the most economical amount of track you will need. Call in with your rough
measurements or your floor plans, or send us the details. If you need we can send our install team in to do an onsite
measure-up for you.

Artitec system
Item number

Description

WGAL AR Tk 2 primer/si/wh The Click Rail is 25mm high and 8mm wide. The maximum weight
Artitec Track 2m. Comes in
primer white or silver
(includes 6 fittings)

supported is 20kg per metre (when mounted correctly). The systems
unique design allows wall decorations to be hung or moved quickly and
easliy. Primer can be painted.

WGAL AR Tk 3 primer/si/wh The Click Rail is 25mm high and 8mm wide. The maximum weight

How do I install the track?
The track can be easily installed by a home handyman, requiring only a straight eye, hand tools and a drill.
We have an installation team who can install your track for you with minimum fuss. They are experienced in
residential and corporate installation environments, and will always clean up after themselves. If you choose,
you can purchase the track and leave it here until the installation date. Call us to book in your install. We charge
installations at an hourly rate and can quote for you once we have an indication of your requirements.

Artitec Track 3m. Comes in
primer white or silver
(includes 8 fittings)

WGAL AR bush 1
Artitec click connect bushes 1
spacer

What kind of hooks will I need and how many?

WGAL AR wall plug

Our range of hooks varies, as you would expect. If you have an idea of the size of your artworks and how many you
want to hang, we can help you select the best ones for your job.

Artitec wall plug anchor

WGAL AR screw

I’m interested in lighting for my artworks, what should I do?

Artitec screw for click rail

Many of our clients who want to light their artworks have chosen to install ceiling fitted down lights, or domestic
track lighting. This allows them to use lighting suited to their room décor, while still having the control to direct the
lighting to the hanging works.
The Gallery Hanging Track system has its own integrated lighting system with a hidden cord that fits within the track.
As there are a number of different elements to this system, we would recommend making time to discuss with us
what would work best for you.

supported is 20kg per metre (when mounted correctly). The systems
unique design allows wall decorations to be hung or moved quickly and
easliy. Primer can be painted.
Applicable to even walls. Mount by means of screws and plugs.

Use with 6mm screws.

Use to fix various Click Rail components to the wall.

WGAL AR endcap
Artitec endcap
available in white or grey

Use at the ends of the Click Rail to provide a neat finish.

WGAL AR corner
Artitec corner connector white
or grey

WGAL AR twist nylon 1m
Artitec twister Perlon 1m drop

WGAL AR twist nylon 1.5m
Artitec twister Perlon 1.5m drop

WGAL AR twist nylon 2m
Artitec twister Perlon 2m drop

WGAL AR twist nylon 3m
Artitec twister Perlon 3m drop

For connecting the rail at inside or outside wall corners.
Moving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
Moving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
Moving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
Moving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
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Artitec system
Item number

WGAL AR twist wire 1m
Artitec wire 1M dropper

WGAL AR twist wire 1.5m
Artitec wire 1.5M dropper

WGAL AR twist wire 2m
Artitec wire 2M dropper

WGAL AR twist wire 3m
Artitec wire 3M dropper

WGAL AR Stop
Artitec rail stop set

WGAL AR hoo mini
Artitec mini hook 4kg

WGAL AR hoo brass
Artitec hook round brass 5kg

WGAL AR hoo heavy
Artitec hook heavy duty 7kg

WGAL AR hoo ratchet
Artitec Ratchet hook 15kg

WGAL ARC Spr Hoo

WGAL FX Hoo Zipper

Miscellaneous
Description

Moving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
Moving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
MMoving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
Moving, or adding a drop line is quick and easy. The Artitec twister can
be inserted at any point into the Click Rail. The perlon drop lines have a
weight capacity of 20kg per Artitec twister.
The drop lines are 2mm thick.
This is a suitable for slanting walls applicable with click rail. Comes as a
set : including hex key, stopper, 1m nylon dropper, mini-hook 4 kg.
For the suspension of light wall decorations. Adjustable in height through
a side set screw. Max. weight 4kg.

Adjustable in height through a side set screw. Max. weight 5kg

Item number

Description

WGAL AR Loop Nylon

Handy to use with picture rail hooks or wall hooks to provide dropper
to hanging artworks. Max weight 15kg.

Artitec loop nylon 1m, 1.5m, 2m

WGAL AR Wall Hook
Artitec Wall Hook in grey (inox)
or white

WHOO Picture Rail Hook
Bronze/Silver/Brass

11-30mm in depth. Useful on exhibition portable walls in conjunction
with the loop dropper. Max weight 3kg.

Available in packets of 4 hooks. To be used on timber picture rail.

WGAL FX PRH Silver

Picture rail hook (Silver) with 1.5m nylon or wire dropper.
Max weight 15kg.

WGAL FX PRH Brass

Picture rail hook (Brass) with 1.5m nylon or wire dropper.
Max weight 15kg.

Gallery Hanging System
Item number

Description

WGAL GH Trk Silver/white
2m

GH Track 2m

WGAL GH Trk Silver/white
3m

GH Track 3m

WGAL GH Tap Kit

GH tape dropper kit - 30m tape, 10 x capsules

WGAL GH WirKit 2

GH SSteel dropper kit - 10 x 2m droppers and 10 x capsules.
Max weight 15kg.

WGAL GH TapCaps

GH capsules for tape

WGAL GH Hoo

GH Hooks for tape or wire droppers, in box of 10.
Max weight 10kg.

Adjustable in height through a back set screw. Max. weight 7kg

Adjustable in height, the ratchet hook secures itself through the locking
of the spring mechanism in the hook. Max. weight 15kg.
Adjustable in height through depressing top plunger.
Max. weight 35kg.
Adjustable in height through depressing side plunger.
Max. weight 10kg.
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